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Abstract—Elevator button recognition is an important func-
tion to realize the autonomous operation of elevators. However,
challenging image conditions and various image distortions make
it difficult to accurately recognize buttons. In this work, We pro-
pose a novel algorithm that can automatically correct perspective
distortions of elevator panel images based on button corner de-
tection results. The algorithm first leverages DeepLabv3+ model
and Hough Transform method to obtain button segmentation
results and button corner detection results, then utilizes pixel
coordinates of standard button corners as reference features to
estimate camera motions for correcting perspective distortions.
The algorithm is much more robust to outliers and noise on
the removal of perspective distortion than traditional geometric
approaches as it only performs on a single image autonomously.
15 elevator panel images are captured from different angles
of view as the dataset. The experimental results show that
our approach significantly outperforms traditional geometric
techniques in accuracy and robustness. Rectification results of the
proposed algorithm is 77.4% better than the results of traditional
geometric algorithm in average.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous elevator operation appears to be a very
promising solution for navigation across mobile robot floors
and usually consists of three parts: button recognition, motion
planning, and robot control. Button recognition is the most
basic but challenging step. Its performance directly determines
the success rate and robustness of the whole elevator operation
system. However, current button recognition systems cannot
realize autonomous operation to release human beings from
tedious work. It needs human assistance or elevator panel
transformation, which violates the original idea that robots are
designed to be autonomous.
In recent years, various button recognition algorithms
are proposed to address the problems mentioned above by
using deep learning techniques [1]-[3]. And elevator button
recognition algorithms usually contain two subtasks [1]: button
detection and character recognition. However, due to various
image conditions and distortions, the recognition accuracy is
not satisfying. There are a large variety of button shapes,
button sizes, elevator panel designs, and light conditions.
Meanwhile, various perspective distortions and unexpected
blurs make it more difficult to recognize buttons well. The
(a) original image (b) corrected image
Fig. 1. A comparison between original image (left) and corrected image
(right). The red crosses represent the corners of every elevator button
key idea of this work is to propose a novel algorithm that
can autonomously remove such perspective distortions based
on the detection results to help improve button recognition
accuracy.
The corner detection approach consists of two parts.
The first part is a button segmentation algorithm, which
utilizes the DeepLabv3+ model to perform feature extraction
and obtain button segmentation results. The second part is
the corner coordinates detection algorithm. After obtaining
button segmentation results, dilation and erosion procedures
are utilized to reduce noise. Then Hough Transform method
is applied to detect four lines of every button. Finally, pixel
coordinates and the order of all button corners can be obtained
as they are the intersection of detected lines.
The perspective distortion removal approach consists of
four steps. The first step is to establish a standard perspective
white canvas with plotting presupposed standard pixel coordi-
nates of button corners on it. The second step is back projec-
tion. After obtaining the detection results of pixel coordinates
of corners, the inverse matrix of camera intrinsic parameters is
utilized to transform pixel coordinates of button corners on the
normalized image plane to spatial coordinates. The third step
is to estimate camera motions from images with distortion to
the standard perspective white canvas. After obtaining spatial
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coordinates, Rodrigues’ formula is utilized and rotation degree
is sampled at the interval of 0.5 of every axis to rotate spatial
coordinates of the corners with distortion to obtain new spatial
coordinates of them and form new spatial quadrangles. When
the lines of new spatial quadrangles are parallel to the standard
spatial quadrangles obtained by standard perspective button
corners, we can obtain the optimal pose for camera motions.
The fourth step is to form new images without distortion.
After obtaining the optimal pose, each pixel of the image with
distortion is transformed to new pixel coordinates by utilizing
the same operation on the pixel points of corners. Through
applying an inverse transformation, the perspective distortion
can be removed finally. The contributions of this work are
summarized as follows:
• We derive detection results of button corners by utilizing
the Deeplabv3+ model and Hough Transform method.
• We propose a perspective distortion removal algorithm
that can autonomously estimate distortion parameters
using a single elevator panel image.
For the remaining of this work, We first introduce some related
work in Sec. II, then present the corner detection process
and the novel perspective distortion removal algorithm in
Sec. III and Sec.IV, respectively. After that, the experimental
results and discussions with traditional geometric approaches
are presented in Sec. V. At the end of the work, in Sec. VI, I
conclude the work and present future work.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Elevator button recognition
Before deep learning techniques are widely used in the
research area of large-scale object recognition for robotics,
some button recognition algorithms have already been devel-
oped by researchers. Klingbeil et al. [4] designed a pipeline
that can realize button detection and character recognition, by
using a grid fitting method to regress button locations after
a sliding window-based object detector. Y. Lcun et al. [5]
proposed a modified LeNet-5 algorithm to help implement the
OCR task. The method used by Klingbeil et al. [4] achieved
an accuracy of 86.2% in a test-set with 50 images. However,
the size of the test-set of two methods mentioned above was
too small and both of them assumed that all 50 images in the
test-set were in good light conditions and could be captured
without any perspective distortion. As a result, both of them
cannot meet the requirement when used in real conditions.
Apart from the two methods mentioned above, N. F. W. Z.
Wan et al. [6] and A. A. Abdulla et al. [7] proposed some
other approaches based on traditional algorithms to realize
the elevator’s external button recognition and visual marker-
based recognition, but their abilities to handle elevator button
recognition were not satisfying due to the small scale of test
set images and the limited capacity of traditional algorithms.
Nowadays, there appeared an increasing number of re-
search works regarding elevator button recognition with the
wide application of deep learning techniques. Islam et al. [8]
proposed a method that turned the recognition task into a clas-
sification problem and leveraged neural networks technique to
build up detection architecture. Furthermore, there emerged
some publications on the topic of object detection based on
a faster region-based convolutional neural network (Faster R-
CNN) algorithm. For instance, S. Ren et al. [9] tried to realize
real-time object detection with region proposal networks based
on the Faster R-CNN algorithm. J. Dai et al. [10] modified
the R-CNN algorithm and tried to realize object detection via
region-based fully convolutional networks.
However, though R-CNN algorithms mentioned above
worked good performance in some normalized datasets, these
detection networks are restricted by the outcomes of the region
proposal step. To tackle this problem, W. Liu, D et al. [10]
developed a novel detection network, the Single shot multibox
detector (SSD) to turn button recognition into as multi-object
detection problem and can detect more objects of different
sizes. Based on the work of [10], D. Zhu et al. [11] devel-
oped the R-CNN algorithm by adding a character recognition
branch, converting the multi-object detection problem into
two parts: binary button detection and character recognition.
Compared with the Faster R-CNN based button detection
architecture, this novel OCR R-CNN method showed a more
accurate and robust performance on untrained elevator panel
images.
In this work, we combine a more advanced semantic
segmentation technique, the Deeplab model, with traditional
Hough Transform method to obtain button segmentation and
button corner detection results. Semantic segmentation [12-16]
is one of the basic and essential topics in computer vision.
It aims to classify each pixel and assign semantic labels to
them in an image. Based on the Fully Convolution Neural
Network [24], great improvement over systems relying on
hand-crafted features [17-21] on benchmark tasks has been
realized by utilizing deep convolution neural networks [22-
26]. L.-C. Chen el at. [27] first proposed the Deeplabv1
model to address the task of semantic image segmentation in
2015. The Deeplabv1 model combines methods from DCNNs
and probabilistic graphical models. It reaches 71.6% IOU
accuracy in the test set. In 2016, the Deeplabv2 model [28] is
proposed and reaches 79.7% IOU accuracy in the test set. The
Deeplabv2 model can robustly perform object segmentation at
multiple scales by utilizing atrous spatial pyramid pooling.
After that, L.-C. Chen el at. [29] proposed the Deeplabv3
model which attained performance of 85.7% accuracy on
the PASCAL VOL test set. The Deeplabv3 model adopted
multiple atrous rates to design modules that could employ
atrous convolution in parallel or in cascade. In 2018, L.-
C. Chen el at. [30] proposed the Deeplabv3+ model which
improved over previous works and reached an accuracy of
89.0%.
B. Removal of perspective distortions
In contrast to the vast literature on various elevator button
recognition methods with deep learning methods, only count-
able publications study the removal of perspective distortions
for robotic elevator button recognition. D. Zhu el at. [31]
proposed an advanced method to realize automatic false-
Fig. 2. DeepLabv3+ model structure.
positive canceling for indoor human detection. T. Li el at.
[32] developed a hybrid 3D of pose estimation method based
on camera and lidar data to help estimate transformations
between the target and robot. Then Z. Min el at. [33]-[36]
continued to improve the experimental results by optimizing
parameters in this methodology. D. Zhu el at. [37] presented
a novel algorithm based on Gaussian Mixture Model and EM
algorithm, which showed a good performance in removing
perspective distortions for robotic elevator button recognition
autonomously in a testing elevator panel dataset of 50 images
captured from different angles of view. In this work, we
propose another method for perspective distortion removal by
utilizing the parallelism of space quadrangle.
III. BUTTON CORNER DETECTION
A. Button Segmentation
In this work, the DeepLabv3+ model [30] is utilized to
obtain segmentation results of pixels belonging to buttons. It
is a typical network architecture using improved neural ar-
chitecture search technology to automatically search semantic
segmentation of the image. DeepLabv3+ model combines two
types of neural networks together: encoder-decoder structure
and spatial pyramid pooling module. By utilizing the encoder -
decoder structure, we can obtain sharp object boundaries. And
the spatial pyramid pooling module can capture rich contextual
information by pooling features. The process of DeepLabv3+
model is shown in Fig. 2.
The input of the DeepLabv3+ model is elevator button
plane images with distortion. The Mobilenet is utilized to
extract features first, which is a depthwise separable convolu-
tion neural network. Based on the distorted images, Mobilenet
feature extraction backbone outputs two types of features
for button segmentation: low-level features and high-level
features. Then several atrous convolutions with different rates
(called Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling) are applied to capture
rich semantic information of high-level features and encode
it in the output. Furthermore, the decoder module allows
detailed object boundary recovery. And low-level features are
combined with the output of encoder when the DeepLabv3+
model performs deconvolution decoder operation.
The output of the DeepLabv3+ model is a grayscale
image with the same resolution as the input image. The value
of every pixel represents which category it belongs to. For
example, when this button segmentation work is applied to
distorted images with three buttons, there exist four categories:
‘up’, ‘down’, ‘keyhole’, and ‘non-button’.
B. Corner coordinates detection
After obtaining button segmentation results of distorted
images, one of the button features is extracted first, and then
a binary image with two categories of pixel values can be
obtained, in which one category represents the button feature
which we desire to extract and another represents features of
the other two buttons and non-button pixels.
After that, dilation and erosion methods are utilized to
reduce the noise of the binary image and smooth the edges
of buttons to improve the performance of line detection. The
process of erosion followed by dilation is called a closed
operation. It is used to connect neighboring objects and
smooth their boundaries at the same time without significantly
changing their area.
Then Hough Transform method is applied to the pro-
cessed image to detect four lines of the button. Hough trans-
form is one of the basic methods to detect geometric shapes
from images in the field of computer vision, image analysis,
and digital image processing. It is utilized to find imperfect
instances of objects within a certain class of shapes by a voting
procedure in parameter space. The transformation between two
coordinate spaces is to map a curve or line with the same shape
from one space to a point in another coordinate space and form
a peak. Finally, after obtaining detection results of four lines of
the button, we can derive pixel coordinates of button corners
as they are the intersection of the detected lines. And the order
of corners of every button is defined in advance to facilitate the
perspective distortion removal algorithm. The order is shown
as follows:
Fig. 3. The order of corners on a button.
IV. PERSPECTIVE DISTORTION REMOVAL
To begin with, we first define the notations which will
be frequently used in this paper. Throughout this work, MA-
TRICES are written as boldface uppercase letters and vectors
are written as boldface lower letters. For an arbitrary matrix
Z ∈ RM×N denotes the i-th column of Z. The following
notations are used:
• C = [c1, · · ·,cN ] ∈ R2×N - the detected button corners
in the image plane,
•
∧
C = [
∧
c
1
, · · ·,∧c
N
] ∈ R3×N - the detected button corners in
the normalized image plane,
• U = [u1, · · ·,uN ] ∈ R2×N - the presupposed standard
button corners without distortion in image plane,
•
∧
U= [
∧
u
1
, · · ·,∧u
N
] ∈ R3×N - the presupposed standard button
corners without distortion in the normalized image plane,
• G = [g1, · · ·,gN ] ∈ R2×N - the rectified button corners
in the image plane,
•
∧
G = [
∧
g
1
, · · ·,∧g
N
] ∈ R3×N - the rectified button corners in
the normalized image plane,
• Mint =
 F/sx 0 ox0 F/sy oy
0 0 1
 - the intrinsic parameters of
the camera,
• F - focal length in the meter for fixed focal length, non-
zoomed camera,
• ox, oy - image center in pixel,
• sx, sy - pixel width and height in meter,
• D = [d1, · · ·,dN ] ∈ R3×N - the spatial coordinate points
of detected button corners,
• E = [e1, · · ·,eN ] ∈ R3×N - the spatial coordinate points
of standard button corners,
• M = [m1, · · ·,mN ] ∈ R3×N - new spatial coordinate
points of detected button corners after rotation operation,
• P = [p1, · · ·,pN ] ∈ R3×N - new spatial coordinate points
of detected button corners with depth equal to 1 after
rotation and translation operation,
• R (θ) - the matrix representation of angle-axis parame-
terized rotation θ,
• T - the matrix representation of translation, between
detected button corners and standard button corners,
• b - the number of buttons on image,
• KH= [kh1, · · ·,khN ] ∈ R1×N - slopes of the horizontal
line of every button in space coordinate,
• KV= [kv1, · · ·,kvN ] ∈ R1×N - slopes of the vertical line
of every button in space coordinate,
• Cos = [Cos1, · · ·,CosN ] ∈ R1×N - slopes of the vertical
line of every button in space coordinate.
The first step is to establish a standard perspective white
canvas with plotting presupposed standard pixel coordinates
of the button corners U on it. One demo of the standard
perspective white canvas is shown in figure. 4:
Fig. 4. One type of standard white canvas without perspective distortion.
The second step is back projection. After obtaining the
detection results of the pixel coordinates of corners, the
camera intrinsic parameters Mint is utilized to realize the back-
projection of pixel coordinates on normalized image plane to
spatial coordinates. Pixel points in normalized image plane
∧
C
and
∧
U ∈ R3×N are obtained by adding a third row [1 · · · 1]
to C and U ∈ R2×N .
The inverse matrix of camera intrinsic parameters is
leveraged to obtain the spatial coordinate points of button
corners, and the formula is shown as follows:
D = M−1int ∗
∧
C, (1)
where the last row of D and
∧
C equals to [1 · · · 1].
Then we can obtain D and E from
∧
C and
∧
U. In this work,
we assume that for the standard perspective button corners
without distortion, the slopes of horizontal lines equal to zero,
the slopes of vertical lines equal to infinity and the cosine
values of the angle between horizontal and vertical lines equal
to zero. Thus for E, we have:
KH = 1/KV = Cos = [0, · · ·,0] ∈ R1×N . (2)
The third step is to compute the rotation and translation
matrix to form new spatial coordinate points of detected button
corners. After obtaining spatial coordinate points D, Rodriguez
rotation formula is utilized to rotate spatial coordinates of the
corners with distortion to obtain new spatial coordinate points
of them and form new spatial quadrangles.
Rodriguez rotation formula contains three parts, including
rotating θx against the x-axis, θy against the y-axis and θz
against the z-axis, shown as follows respectively:
Rx =
 1 0 00 cos(θx) sin(θx)
0 − sin(θx) cos(θx)
 , (3)
Ry =
 cos(θy) 0 − sin(θy)0 1 0
sin(θy) 0 cos(θy)
 , (4)
Rz =
 cos(θz) sin(θz) 0− sin(θz) cos(θz) 0
0 0 1
 , (5)
where θx, θy , θz are radian values and the relation between
angle value and radian value is:
radian value =
angle value ∗ pi
180
. (6)
Then the rotation matrix for spatial coordinate points can be
obtained:
R(θ) = Rx ∗Ry ∗ Rz. (7)
Finally, we can obtain new spatial coordinate points of de-
tected button corners with depth equals to 1, and the formulas
are shown as follows:
M = R(θ) ∗ D,
P = M + T,
P = P /P [3],
(8)
where P[3] represents the third row of new spatial coordinate
points and the translation matrix T is defined as the difference
value between spatial coordinate point value of the first corner
in the standard perspective image and in the image needed to
be rectified,
T = e1 − m1. (9)
The fourth step is to estimate camera motions from
these images by aligning the distorted image to the standard
perspective white canvas. That is to say, we desire to get the
optimal rotation and translation matrix that can obtain new
spatial coordinate points that make up new quadrangles in
which both lines are parallel to the lines in quadrangles made
up by the spatial coordinate points of the standard perspective
canvas.
In this work, We sample every 0.5 degrees against each
axis to obtain rotation matrix R(θ) from -40 degrees to 40
degrees. There are 512,000 combinations in all.
Then three criteria are set to decide which combination
can obtain the optimal rotation matrix.
The first criterion is the slopes of horizontal lines of every
button in space coordinate, KH . And khi of each button is
defined as:
khi =
y2 − y1
x2 − x1 , (10)
where y2, y1 are the second values of the second corner spatial
point and the first corner spatial point, and x2, x1 are the first
values of the second corner spatial point and the first corner
spatial point. Then we can obtain the two-norm result of KH ,
‖KH‖2 =
√√√√ b∑
i=1
k2hi. (11)
When ‖KH‖2 is smaller, we can obtain a better result of
horizontal lines of buttons.
The second criterion is slopes of vertical lines of every
button in space coordinate,KV . And kvi of each button is
defined as:
kvi =
y4 − y1
x4 − x1 , (12)
where y4, y1 are the second values of the fourth corner spatial
point and the first corner spatial point, and x4, x1 are the first
values of the fourth corner spatial point and the first corner
spatial point. Then we can obtain the two-norm result of KV
and its reciprocal KrV ,
‖KV ‖2 =
√
b∑
i=1
k2vi,
KrV = 1 / ‖Kv‖2.
(13)
When KrV is smaller, we can obtain a better result of vertical
lines of buttons.
The third criterion is cosine values of horizontal and
vertical lines of every button in space coordinate, Cos. The
horizontal line vector, vertical line vector, and cosi of each
button are shown as follows:
h = (x2 − x1, y2 − y1, z2 − z1),
v = (x4 − x1, y4 − y1, z4 − z1),
cosi = h•v‖h‖2•‖v‖2 ,
(14)
where (x1, y1, z1) is the spatial coordinate point of the first
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
Fig. 5. Demonstrations of perspective distortion removal. (a)(b)(c)(d)(e) represent original elevator button panel images. (f)(g)(h)(i)(j) represent the corrected
elevator button panel images respectively.
corner, (x2, y2, z2) is the spatial coordinate point of the second
corner, and (x4, y4, z4) is spatial coordinate point of the fourth
corner. Then we can obtain the two-norm result of Cos,
‖Cos‖2 =
√√√√ b∑
i=1
cos2i . (15)
When ‖Cos‖2 is smaller, we can obtain a better perpendicular
result of horizontal and vertical lines of buttons.
To combine the three criteria, they are normalized for all
rotation matrix combination conditions,
∧
K
H
=
‖KH‖2 − (‖KH‖2)min
(‖KH‖2)max − (‖KH‖2)min
, (16)
∧
K
rV
=
‖KrV ‖2 − (‖KrV ‖2)min
(‖KrV ‖2)max − (‖KrV ‖2)min
, (17)
∧
Cos =
‖Cos‖2 − (‖Cos‖2)min
(‖Cos‖2)max − (‖Cos‖2)min
. (18)
Then the final criterion is shown as follows:
Final Criterion =
∧
K
H
+
∧
K
rV
+
∧
Cos . (19)
When Final Criterion is smallest, we can obtain the optimal
rotation and translation matrix that can transform spatial
coordinate points of detected button corners to the ideal
spatial coordinate points of standard perspective button corners
without distortion.
The fifth step is to form new images without distortion.
After obtaining the optimal pose, each pixel of the image with
distortion is transformed to new pixel coordinates by utilizing
the same operation on the pixel of corners.
The same type of pixel points is generated as distorted
images and they are set in the normalized image plane
∈ R3×N by adding a third row [1 · · · 1]. Then as the formula
(1) shows, the inverse matrix of camera intrinsic parameters is
leveraged to obtain spatial coordinate points of all pixel points.
After that, new spatial coordinate points of all pixel
points with depth equal to 1 can be obtained by utilizing the
formulas (8), where the optimal pose of the optimal rotation
and translation matrix has been obtained by the operation for
button corners before.
When new spatial coordinate points of all pixels have
been obtained, we can utilize camera intrinsic parameters to
do projection and get new pixel points in the normalized plane,
∧
G = Mint ∗ P. (20)
Then by taking the first and second rows, we can obtain pixel
coordinates of the rectified button corners in the image plane.
Finally, through applying an inverse transformation be-
tween the same type of a blank image and the distorted image,
we can obtain a new image where the perspective distortion
has been removed.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the DeepLabv3+ model has experimented
on a large-scale test dataset containing high-quality pixel-level
annotations of 2000 elevator button images. The experimental
results show that the DeepLabv3+ model sets good perfor-
mance. Then we collect a dataset with 15 images from 3
different elevators to verify the proposed algorithm and all the
samples are captured from different angles of views containing
severe perspective distortions. Some demonstrations of the
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF DISTORTION REMOVAL ALGORITHMS. IN EACH GROUP, THE FIRST ROW PRESENTS THE IMAGE NUMBER, THE SECOND AND
THIRD ROW PRESENT THE RESULT OF EQ. (15) ON RECTIFIED IMAGES RESPECTIVELY. AND WHEN THE RESULT VALUE IS SMALLER, THE RECTIFICATION
RESULT IS BETTER. IN THE EXPERIMENT, RECTIFICATION RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM IS 77.4% BETTER THAN THE RESULTS OF
TRADITIONAL GEOMETRIC ALGORITHM IN AVERAGE.
No.1 I-10 I-20 I-30 I-40 I-50 Average Improved rate
The proposed algorithm 0.036 0.0423 0.0498 0.0068 0.0237 0.0317
85.30%Traditional algorithm 0.2694 0.2431 0.2423 0.1404 0.1839 0.2158
No.2 I-160 I-170 I-180 I-190 I-200 Average Improved rate
The proposed algorithm 0.0034 0.0262 0.0026 0.0038 0.0159 0.0104 92.30%Traditional algorithm 0.0893 0.1062 0.1309 0.1735 0.1776 0.1355
No.3 I-850 I-860 I-870 I-880 I-890 Average Improved rate
The proposed algorithm 0.0482 0.07 0.0967 0.0999 0.0737 0.0777
54.60%Traditional algorithm 0.1763 0.1758 0.1908 0.1668 0.1467 0.1713
Average Improved rate 77.40%
original and rectified images are presented in Fig. 5. In all
experiments, the camera intrinsic parameter matrix is:
To measure the accuracy and effectiveness of the pro-
posed distortion removal algorithm, we apply the proposed
algorithm and the traditional geometric algorithm to the dataset
and compare the distortion removal results of them. The
value of Eq. (15) is utilized for measurement, which indicates
the two-norm value of cosine values between horizontal and
vertical lines of all buttons in space coordinate. When the value
of Eq. (15) is smaller, the rectification result is better.
The traditional geometric algorithm We utilized in my
experiments is proposed by Krishnendu Chaudhury [38]. The
key idea of this traditional geometric algorithm is to take
the image closer to the front-parallel view by performing an
affine rectification on the image that restores the parallelism
of lines parallel in the front-parallel image view. It is based
on RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) approach utilizing
vanishing points.
The detailed experimental comparison results are listed
in Table. I. As we can see from Table. I, the proposed
algorithm achieves higher accuracy on all the three groups
of images. Rectification results of the proposed algorithm is
77.4% better than the results of traditional geometric algorithm
in average, which strongly varies the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm. According to Fig. 5, we can see that
even the image sample has very severe perspective distortion,
the proposed algorithm can also perform good rectification
performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, We present a novel algorithm for au-
tonomously removing perspective distortions on a single image
based on the detected results of button corners obtained by
leveraging the DeepLabv3+ model and Hough Transform
method. The proposed algorithm takes as input the pixel coor-
dinate points of button corners, then conducts pose estimation
procedures in space coordinate and obtains the optimal pose
which can take the image closest to the front-parallel view
and finally outputs the corrected images, which can help
improve the accuracy of character recognition. The comparison
results between the proposed algorithm and the traditional
geometric algorithm prove the effectiveness and accuracy
of the proposed algorithm. In the experiment, rectification
results of the proposed algorithm is 77.4% better than the
results of traditional geometric algorithm in average. Currently,
the algorithm can only handle elevator panel images that
contain several rectangle buttons. For elevator panel images
that contain circle buttons, as a circle has no slopes, the
algorithm cannot be applied to. In the next step, We will
try to develop a novel algorithm for autonomously removing
perspective distortions on elevator images that contain round
buttons by utilizing Hough Transform theory to calculate the
coordinate of the circle button’s center and radius value. We
will also collect a larger dataset to verify the robustness of the
algorithm, based on which further improvement will be made.
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